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Abstract
Between the years 1789 and 2000, nineteen Presidents of the United States vetoed 114 bills or resolutions concerning matters related to Indian affairs. These executive actions are collected in a new digital resource, and are presented with their supporting Congressional documents. A brief history of Presidential veto power and activities is included.
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1. Introduction

Clause 2 of section 7 in Article I of the U.S. Constitution affirms:

Every Bill which shall have passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a Law, be presented to the President of the United States; If he approve he shall sign it, but if not he shall return it, with his Objections to that House in which it shall have originated, who shall enter the Objections at large on their Journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two thirds of that House shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the Objections, to the other House, by which it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of that House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases the Votes of both Houses shall be determined by Yeas and Nays, and the Names of the Persons voting for and against the Bill shall be entered on the Journal of each House respectively. If any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he had signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a Law.


The italicized portion refers to the condition under which a so-called pocket veto—as opposed to the regular form—may take effect (see Pope, 1986 for more on this specific tool).

George Washington was a cautious President and believed that this veto power required special attention, since the stability of influence between the legislature and the executive might be resolved only through the rules applicable to the deployment of this authority. Over time, the two worlds of constitutionality and expediency have offered the substrates upon which United States Presidents might exercise this leverage, where the former consideration was especially relevant to early administrations, while the latter concern developed during later ones (Mason, 1891, pp. 129-130). Washington, during four Congresses, vetoed two House resolutions, one pivoting on constitutional grounds and the other on expediency; the House failed to override either one of these. In this process, Washington thus relied upon both the directions dictated by the Constitution, and a careful consideration of policy judgments.
2. The Veto in America

Edward Campbell Mason compiled a history of presidential vetoes between the years 1789 and 1889, and his editor—Albert Bushnell Hart—declared that this privilege was the most important of the institutions connecting the national executive with the legislature (Mason, 1891, p. 3). Hart noted, however, that there had been a previous Senate effort to collate vetoes (Veto Messages of the Presidents …, 1886), but that this assortment was supplemented by Mason to create a suite of more than 430 separate transactions through the end of the first Cleveland administration in 1889. In his effort, Mason identified only seven Presidents during more than two centuries of American politics who chose not to affect a veto: John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, John Quincy Adams, Martin Van Buren, William Henry Harrison, Zachary Taylor, and James Garfield (Mason, 1891, pp. 126-127). A more recent compilation Presidential Vetoes, 1789–1888 (1992) revealed one veto performed by Van Buren (p. 13), and added Millard Fillmore to the list of Presidents who did not convey vetoes (p. 21).

A more recent compilation of this executive behavior has shown far more vetoes than even those enumerated by Mason: his 433 decisions were overshadowed by the 621 actions located by the Office of the Secretary of the Senate for the same interval of Presidential service (Presidential Vetoes, 1789–1888, p. ix). The eighty-five page Index of this volume divulges a vast array of situations under which the Presidents issued those vetoes. An additional manual was furnished in 1992 (Presidential Vetoes, 1989–1991) and then again in 1994 (Presidential Vetoes, 1989–1994), in 1997 (Presidential Vetoes, 1989–1996), and in 2001 (Presidential Vetoes, 1989–2000). Taken together, these materials reveal forty-one men who served as President forty-two times between the years of 1789 and 2000, with a cumulative veto count for all federal issues stretching beyond 2500 by the end of William J. Clinton’s years in office. Two Chief Executives were particularly active with this means: Grover Cleveland (as the sole two-time President) initiated 584 vetoes, divided between 346 regular and 238 pocket cases, and Franklin D. Roosevelt imposed 635, consisting of 372 regular and 263 pocket instances. Together, these two caused 47% of all federal vetoes through the year 2000 (Presidential Vetoes, 1989–2000, p. ix).

Figure 1. The complete text of William Howard Taft’s 1912 Veto Message Relating to the Corbett Tunnel of the Shoshone Irrigation Project.
3. Vetoes and the Realm of Indian Affairs

Indian affairs have always been an important component of any President’s responsibilities: during the period of treaty making with American Indians, each President between George Washington and Ulysses S. Grant except for William H. Harrison and Zachary Taylor proclaimed at least one such contract (Bernholz, 2002). Yet, through the year 2000, less than 5% of the total number of 2251 Presidential vetoes—just 114—targeted Indian matters. These few vetoes are the subject of a new Web presentation entitled *I Forbid: Presidential Vetoes and American Indian Affairs, 1789–2000*. The URL for this site is [http://indianaffairsvetoes.unl.edu](http://indianaffairsvetoes.unl.edu). The site has been cataloged (its OCLC accession number is 669481908) and is part of a collection of relevant materials ultimately pertaining to American Indian treaties. See [http://treatiesportal.unl.edu/](http://treatiesportal.unl.edu/) for the full suite.

Each relevant Indian affairs veto description found in *Presidential Vetoes, 1789–1988* and in *Presidential Vetoes, 1989–2000* is linked to its cited supporting documents, materials that may be found in the Congressional Record, in the Senate and House Journals, in the Statutes at Large, in the United States Congressional Serial Set, and even in Charles J. Kappler’s *Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties*; a few typographical errors in these descriptions were corrected during this processing. The supporting documents for each veto were purposely added to each summary because they frequently provided a useful historical path to the President’s decision. These actions are ordered in two tables, one sorted by President and the other by entries from a cumulative index formed from the Presidential Vetoes series. Figure 1 provides the text of a typical veto recorded in the United States Congressional Serial Set, cast by William Howard Taft in 1912. It is identified as veto number 978 in the Web tables.

4. Conclusions

Felix S. Cohen pronounced that “[t]he purchase of more than two million square miles of land from the Indian tribes represents what is probably the largest real estate transaction in the history of the world” (Cohen, 1947, p. 42). The federal decision to conduct these negotiations through the formalization of treaty making which thereby made the results a part of the law of the land directly validated the sovereignty of the participating American Indian tribes. While not every subsequent Indian affairs veto noted here made direct reference to an entry in the Statutes at Large, the complex array of questions regarding railroad rights of way, or tribal actions before the Court of Claims, or educational or health care needs, or gathering rights arose because of the contents of those treaty documents. Whatever the final determination of each inquiry (only two of these specific vetoes were overridden by Congress), this collection of 114 brief political statements representing a small percentage of the total number of Presidential vetoes over the last two centuries offers one set of historical evidence that may assist an examination of the laws of this land and their impact on its indigenous peoples. It may simultaneously serve as a particularly clear window upon the evolution of Indian affairs in this country.
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